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Abstract: Oil shale, as a vast potential resource, is considered an important alternative energy source,
and its effective development and economic utilization are of significant importance in alleviating
the contradiction between energy supply and demand. Presently, the in situ conversion technology
for oil shale has gained significant global attention, with numerous extraction methods undergoing
active research and development. One of these methods is the in situ conversion of oil shale based
on the hydration reaction of calcium-oxide-based composite material (CaO-CM). This approach
harnesses the heat produced by the reaction between CaO-CM and water as a heat source for the
pyrolysis of oil shale. This paper conducted experiments to assess the feasibility of temperature
associated with this method. The feasibility study mainly includes two aspects: First, it is necessary
to investigate whether the temperature generated by the hydration reaction of CaO-CM can meet the
temperature requirements for the pyrolysis of oil shale. Through pyrolysis experiments of Xinjiang oil
shale, the minimum temperature required for oil shale pyrolysis was determined to be 330 ◦C. High-
temperature and high-pressure reaction vessels were employed to explore the temperature generated
by the hydration reaction of CaO-CM. The results show that with the increase in environment
pressure, environment temperature, and reaction mass, the maximum temperature generated by the
hydration reaction of CaO-CM also increases (reach 455.5 ◦C), meeting the temperature requirements
for the pyrolysis of oil shale. Second, the study evaluates whether the hydration reaction of CaO-CM
can induce pyrolysis hydrocarbons of the oil shale. Through the pyrolysis experiments of oil shale
based on the hydration reaction of CaO-CM, the changes in the content of pyrolysis hydrocarbons (S2)
in oil shale before and after pyrolysis are measured. The results show that under 10 MPa pressure,
the content of pyrolysis hydrocarbons in the oil shale decreased from 40.96 mg/g to 0.08 mg/g after
pyrolysis. This confirms the feasibility of the temperature conditions for the in situ conversion of oil
shale based on the hydration reaction of CaO-CM.

Keywords: calcium-oxide-based composite material; oil shale; in situ conversion; pyrolytic hydrocarbons;
pyrolysis temperature of oil shale

1. Introduction

In the face of the critical situation regarding oil and gas resources, finding diverse and
suitable alternatives to replace the depleting reserves has become a crucial strategic concern
for national energy development. Oil shale, a solid combustible organic sedimentary
rock with high ash content and oil content exceeding 3.5%, can be obtained through low-
temperature distillation, typically possessing a calorific value higher than 4.18 MJ/kg. It is
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categorized as an unconventional oil and gas resource [1]. In China, the geological resources
of oil shale have reached 719,937 million tons, with technically recoverable resources
of high-maturity shale oil estimated at 145 × 108 t [2–4], and technically recoverable
resources of medium-low maturity shale oil from in situ conversion techniques estimated
at approximately (700~900) × 108 t, which is three to four times the total recoverable
resources of conventional petroleum technologies in China [5], making it a significant
strategic resource for China’s energy security. Consequently, oil shale is considered a vital
energy source for future oil and gas replacements [6,7].

Oil shale extraction technologies are divided into surface retorting and in situ conver-
sion. Surface retorting is generally only applicable to exposed oil shale or shallow reservoirs.
However, this extraction method suffers from low utilization, small scale, high costs, and
environmental pollution from emitted gases, wastewater, dust, etc. Additionally, surface
retorting generates large amounts of waste residue that is not easily recyclable, and since
China’s oil shale resources are mostly concentrated in deep-to-middle layers, this method
cannot fully exploit oil shale resources. In contrast, in situ conversion extraction technology
boasts high extraction efficiency, superior product quality, space-saving characteristics, and
minimal environmental pollution, thereby shaping the development trend of the oil shale
industry [8–11].

The in situ conversion methods of oil shale primarily involve heating the shale reser-
voirs, which can be categorized into four types based on the heating mechanisms: the
electric heating method, the convection heating method, the combustion heating method,
and the radiation heating method. The electric heating method primarily converts elec-
trical energy into heat energy to thermally decompose organic matter for oil shale extrac-
tion [12,13]. One representative technique is the in situ conversion process (ICP) introduced
by Shell in the 1970s [14,15], which involves drilling holes into the reservoir and placing
electric heaters to heat the oil shale. ExxonMobil has proposed the Electrofra™ technol-
ogy, which involves hydraulic fracturing of the oil shale reservoir followed by filling the
fractures with conductive materials for heating the oil shale [16–18]. Independent Energy
Partners (IEP) introduced the in situ distillation technique, employing geothermal fuel cells
(GFC) to place high-temperature fuel cell groups in the formation to decompose kerogen
and produce oil and gas [19]. Convection heating involves injecting high-temperature
substances into shale oil reservoirs to exploit oil shale by heating through convection.
Chevron’s CRUSH technology is one such method [20–22], where high-temperature fluids
are injected into pre-fractured shale reservoirs for convection heating to extract oil and
gas. Petro Probe proposed a method involving injecting superheated air to induce oil
shale pyrolysis, bringing light hydrocarbon gas–liquid to the surface [23]. The US Shale
Oil Corporation has proposed the CCR method, which involves arranging horizontal
wells vertically. The lower horizontal well is used for heating, while the upper horizontal
well is used for extraction [24,25]. Taiyuan University of Technology has proposed steam
injection (MTI) technology, which involves fracturing interconnect wells and injecting
high-temperature steam into the wells to pyrolysis oil shale [26,27]. Jilin University has
proposed the near-critical water (NCW) method for the in situ conversion of oil shale,
utilizing near-critical water as a heat and mass transfer medium and extraction agent to
induce the decomposition of kerogen organic matter, thereby generating oil and gas [28].
Combustion heating involves on-site combustion to generate heat for heating the reservoirs
to extract oil. Laramie Energy Technology Center (LETC) utilizes hydraulic fracturing and
explosion methods to fracture oil shale formations, igniting oil shale at injection wells,
continuously injecting air, and sustaining combustion [29]. Jilin University, in collaboration
with Israeli scientists, has jointly developed the thermal spalling activation (TSA) method
for the in situ conversion of oil shale. It is a low-energy input and highly efficient heating
and cracking technology [30]. Radiation heating involves heating shale oil reservoirs using
microwave technology [31]. In the late 1970s, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) proposed heating oil shale using wireless frequencies, utilizing vertically arranged
electrode combinations to slowly heat deep shale formations. In the late 20th century, the
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RF/CF technology of the Raytheon Corporation was derived from radio frequency heating
and supercritical fluid heat transfer technology [31]. The Global Resource Corporation
(GRC) developed a technique by which to heat shale at specific microwave frequencies and
equipment for extracting oil and gas [31].

However, at present, these in situ conversion techniques are still in the research and
experimental stage, facing challenges such as long heating time, low efficiency of rock
heating, poor technical and economic viability, environmental pollution, and reduced reser-
voir stability, which are hindering their commercialization. Therefore, there is an urgent
need to explore in situ conversion methods for shale oil that are not only technologically
viable but also economically and environmentally sustainable. Li et al. proposed the
theory and method of in situ chemical thermogenesis for oil shale extraction based on
the principles of material and energy balance [32]. The core of this method is to utilize
the heat generated by the hydration reaction of calcium oxide to pyrolyze oil shale. They
theoretically demonstrated the technical feasibility of this method in terms of temperature,
heat supply, and solid-phase volume changes. To prevent calcium oxide from reacting with
water prematurely, they conducted research on composite materials based on calcium oxide.
Based on this, this paper conducted experimental research on the feasibility of temperature
associated with this calcium-oxide-based composite material (CaO-CM). Xinjiang oil shale
was chosen as the research object, and the temperature required for oil shale pyrolysis
was determined based on experiments conducted using a muffle furnace to heat the oil
shale. Through experiments conducted in a high-temperature and high-pressure reactor
vessel, the hydration reaction temperature of CaO-CM under different pressures, different
environment temperatures, and reaction quantity was investigated, confirming that the
temperature generated by the hydration reaction of CaO-CM can meet the temperature
requirements for oil shale pyrolysis. Finally, oil shale pyrolysis experiments were conducted
based on the hydration reaction of CaO-CM, and the changes in the content of pyrolysis
hydrocarbons (S2) before and after pyrolysis were measured. The feasibility of this method
in terms of temperature provision was demonstrated by analyzing the experimental results.

2. Experimental Design and Instrumentation Introduction

The calcium-oxide-based composite material used in this paper is shown in Figure 1.
The material is a white powder with a certain degree of hydrophobicity. This paper mainly
explores the feasibility of the in situ conversion of oil shale based on the hydration reaction
of CaO-CM in terms of temperature supply. Temperature measurements in this paper were
recorded starting from the hydration reaction of the material. The exploration is divided
into the following two main research aspects: First, it is essential to determine whether the
temperature generated by the hydration reaction of CaO-CM can meet the temperature
requirements for the pyrolysis of oil shale. If the temperature produced by the reaction
can meet the needs of oil shale pyrolysis, then the in situ conversion of oil shale based
on the exothermic reaction of CaO-CM hydration will be feasible in terms of heat supply.
The second aspect of the research is to conduct experiments on the pyrolysis of oil shale
based on the hydration reaction of CaO-CM at temperatures that can meet the temperature
requirements for oil shale pyrolysis. The experiment measures the changes in the content
of pyrolysis hydrocarbons before and after oil shale pyrolysis. If there is a significant
decrease in the content of pyrolysis hydrocarbons after pyrolysis, it indicates that the heat
released by the CaO-CM hydration reaction has facilitated the thermal decomposition of
organic matter in oil shale, ultimately resulting in a decrease in pyrolysis hydrocarbon
content, thus confirming the feasibility of this method. Conversely, if there is no significant
reduction, it demonstrates the infeasibility of the method. The experimental content is
divided into three parts: determination of the oil shale pyrolysis temperature, measurement
of the temperature of the CaO-CM hydration reaction, and oil shale pyrolysis based on the
CaO-CM hydration reaction. The experimental design and objectives are shown in Figure 2.
The specific experimental design and equipment used are introduced as follows.
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Figure 1. The calcium-oxide-based composite material sample: (a) the sample in natural form; (b) the
sample in water.
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Figure 2. Experimental design and objectives.

2.1. Pyrolysis Experiment of Oil Shale Heating by Muffle Furnace

The oil shale sample used in the experiment is Xinjiang oil shale. Its color is grey-
brown, and its density is 2.3 g/cm3. Through simulated pyrolysis experiments, the content
of free hydrocarbons (S1) was 0.77 mg/g, and the content of pyrolysis hydrocarbons (S2)
was 40.96 mg/g. Wang et al. conducted proximate and Fischer assay analyses of oil
shale from Xinjiang, with their results provided in the corresponding reference [33]. The
experimental apparatus consists of a muffle furnace, reaction vessel, and condensation
collection device. The equipment parameters are shown in Table 1.

The specific experimental procedure is as follows: First, place 100g of oil shale frag-
ments (with a maximum diameter of 1cm) into the reaction vessel. Place the reaction vessel
into the muffle furnace and connect it to the condensation collection device via conduits.
Set the heating temperature of the muffle furnace. Set the condensation collection device to
−20 ◦C and observe whether there is any flow of generated substances in the conduits. Set
the condensation collection device to −20 ◦C and observe whether there is any flow of gen-
erated substances in the conduits. During the experiment, the weight of the condensation
collection device can be measured in real time to determine whether pyrolysis products are
being collected and the quantity of the products. The specific experimental procedure and
equipment are shown in Figure 3.
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Table 1. The equipment parameters.

Muffle Furnace Reaction Vessel Condensation Collection Device

Brand

Shang hai Sager
(Shanghai Sager

Furnace Co., Limited;
Shanghai, China)

Material GH4132 Brand

Zhongke Refrigeration
(Tianjin Zhongke

Electronic
Refrigeration Co., Ltd.;

Tianjin, China)

Model SG-XS-1700-3
Maximum
Pressure

Resistance
50 MPa Model NGB2-1

Set maximum
Temperature 1700 ◦C

Maximum
Temperature

Resistance
600 ◦C Temperature

Control Range
Room temperature to

−50◦

Furnace chamber
Dimensions 300 × 300 × 300 mm Capacity 100 mL Temperature

Control Accuracy 0.5 ◦C

Temperature control
Accuracy ±1 ◦C Internal Diameter 7.2 cm Collection

Container Volume 400 mL

Heating element Molybdenum
disilicide rod Internal Height 4.2 cm - -

Heating rate ranging 0~30 ◦C/min - - - -
Furnace chamber

material
Lightweight alumina

ceramic fiber - - - -
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2.2. Measure the Temperature of the CaO-CM Hydration Reaction

In this experiment, considering the application of the exothermic hydration reaction
of CaO-CM in oil shale reservoirs, it is necessary to consider the influence of pressure,
environment temperature, and the quantity of CaO-CM on the hydration reaction (more
CaO-CM and water in the same reaction vessel leads to more hydration reactions occurring,
releasing more heat and consequently raising the reaction temperature). Therefore, this
experiment was conducted under different pressures, ambient temperatures, and reac-
tion quantities to investigate the effects of these three factors on the hydration reaction
of CaO-CM.

The experiment is divided into three groups:

(1) The pressure inside the reaction vessel is set at 0.1 MPa, 2 MPa, 4 MPa, and 6 MPa up
to 18 MPa, with the ambient temperature being room temperature.

(2) The ambient temperature is set at an initial reaction temperature of 50 ◦C (achieved
using a water bath to heat the reaction vessel), with the pressure being 0.1 Mpa, 2 MPa,
4 MPa, and 6 MPa up to 16 MPa.

(3) Hydration reactions are conducted using CaO-CM masses of 40 g, 100 g, 250 g, and
20 kg, respectively, under room temperature and standard atmospheric pressure.

The molar ratio of CaO-CM to water in all of the above reactions is 1:1. The exper-
imental equipment mainly consists of four parts: reaction vessel (the parameters of the
reaction vessel are shown in Table 1; there is insulation foam covering the outside during
reacting), nitrogen tank, pressurization device, and temperature measurement device (as
shown in Figure 4).
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The specific experimental procedure is as follows: First, place the CaO-CM sample at
the bottom of the reaction vessel, add distilled water to the top of the reaction vessel (with a
container for storage), and then use the pressure pump to inject high-pressure nitrogen into
the reaction vessel (the pressure can be adjusted by the pressure control valve according to
the experimental requirements). After the injection of high-pressure nitrogen is completed,
turn on the temperature measurement device and tilt the reaction vessel to allow the water
stored in the upper part to react with the CaO-CM. After the experiment is completed, the
high-pressure nitrogen in the reaction vessel can be released through the control valve.

2.3. Pyrolysis Experiment of Oil Shale Based on CaO-CM Hydration Reaction

The oil shale sample used is still Xinjiang oil shale. The specific experimental procedure
is as follows: First, the oil shale is ground into powder (particle size less than 30 mesh).
A total of 2 g of oil shale powder is placed into the copper tube with an inner diameter
of 12.7 mm, wall thickness of 0.7 mm, and length of 4 cm. Both ends of the copper tube
are sealed by underwater welding. A total of 250 g of CaO-CM is placed in the reaction
vessel, and the sealed copper tubes are placed into the CaO-CM. The pressure inside the
reaction vessel is set to 0.1 MPa, 5 MPa, and 10 Mpa, respectively. Each experiment uses one
copper tube sample, with a total of three copper tube samples being used. Another copper
tube sample is placed into a muffle furnace for pyrolysis, with the pyrolysis temperature
set at 450 ◦C for 3 h. After the experiment is completed, the copper tube is removed,
and 100 mg of the oil shale powder inside the copper tube is placed into the pyrolysis
gas chromatograph to measure the content of pyrolysis hydrocarbons. A comparative
analysis of the change in pyrolysis hydrocarbon content before and after oil shale pyrolysis
is conducted. The experimental procedure is depicted in Figure 5.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Determination of the Oil Shale Pyrolysis Temperature

According to the study by Zhao et al. [33], oil production was observed only when
the temperature of oil shale pyrolysis reached 300 ◦C or higher, and the presence of yellow
liquid can be used as an indicator of oil production. Therefore, in this experiment, the
muffle furnace temperature was set as follows: the first stage was the heating stage, during
which the temperature was uniformly raised from room temperature to 400 ◦C over 30 min;
the second stage was the constant temperature stage, maintaining the temperature at 400 ◦C
for 130 min; and the third stage was the cooling stage, during which the temperature was
reduced from 400 ◦C to 100 ◦C over 50 min.

The experimental results, as shown in Figure 6, reveal a certain temperature difference
between the reaction vessel and the muffle furnace due to the process of heat conduction
from the furnace to the reaction vessel. The temperature curve inside the reaction vessel
is represented by the black line in the graph. When the experiment reached 62 min, the
temperature inside the reaction vessel reached 300 ◦C, with no noticeable liquid flow
observed in the conduit. Upon weighing the condensation collection device, it was found
to have collected 1 g of colorless and odorless product (since the temperature of the
condensation collection device was set to −20 ◦C, the product inside the device was
solid), which was later determined to be water. When the experiment reached 77 min, the
temperature inside the reaction vessel reached 330 ◦C, and yellow liquid (oil) began to
flow into the condensation collection device through the conduit. When the experiment
reached 126 min, the temperature inside the reaction vessel reached 400 ◦C, at which point
the condensation collection device collected a total of 2 g of the oil–water mixture. Between
126 and 160 min into the experiment, the temperature inside the reaction vessel slightly
exceeded that of the muffle furnace, which is attributed to the temperature measurement
accuracy of the two devices. During this period of the experiment, a significant amount of
yellow liquid (oil) flow was observed in the conduit. By the 160 min mark, a total of 6 g of
oil–water mixture had been collected in the condensation collection device. From 160 to
210 min, the experiment entered the cooling stage, during which yellow liquid continued
to be produced. By the end of the 210 min mark, a total of 7 g of oil–water mixture had
been collected.
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Based on the experimental process and observations above, it is evident that when the
pyrolysis temperature of Xinjiang oil shale is below 330 ◦C, only water is produced without
any oil. Oil production begins when the pyrolysis temperature of oil shale reaches 330 ◦C,
and a significant amount of oil is produced when it reaches 400 ◦C. Therefore, the minimum
temperature for oil production during the pyrolysis of Xinjiang oil shale is 330 ◦C, with
better pyrolysis efficiency observed at 400 ◦C compared to 330 ◦C.
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3.2. The Temperature Properties of CaO-CM Hydration Reaction
3.2.1. The Impact of Pressure on the Temperature of CaO-CM Hydration Reaction

(1) The effect of pressure on the maximum temperature

The mass of CaO-CM used in this experiment was 46 g (limited by the capacity of
the reaction vessel). The time–temperature curve for the hydration reaction of CaO-CM
under different pressures is shown in Figure 7a, and the maximum temperatures achievable
under different pressures are depicted in Figure 7b. From the graph, it is evident that
under room temperature and standard atmospheric pressure, the maximum temperature
achievable in the hydration reaction of CaO-CM is 175.1 ◦C. As environmental pressure
increases, the maximum temperature attainable by the reaction also rises. The relationship
between temperature and pressure is T = 3.94P + 250.74, where the correlation coefficient
is 0.9869. Under the pressure of 18 MPa, the highest temperature can reach 319.2 ◦C. The
entire process of the CaO-CM hydration reaction lasts approximately 8 min.
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(2) The effect of pressure on the duration of temperature

To explore the influence of pressure on the duration of temperature sustained during
the hydration reaction of CaO-CM, the durations of the hydration reaction at temperatures
above 100 ◦C, 125 ◦C, 150 ◦C, 175 ◦C, and 200 ◦C were recorded. As shown in Figure 8,
the duration of temperature increases with the increase in reaction pressure, reaching its
peak at 14 MPa. There is a decreasing trend in the temperature duration when the pressure
exceeds 14 MPa. Taking the duration above 150 ◦C as an example, the fitted function
relating duration to pressure is t = 0.03P + 1.38, with a correlation coefficient of 0.6933.
From this, it can be inferred that pressure has a relatively minor effect on the duration of
the reaction temperature of CaO-CM.
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3.2.2. The Impact of Environmental Temperature on the Hydration Reaction Temperature
of CaO-CM

(1) The effect of environmental temperature on the maximum temperature

The time–temperature curve of the hydration reaction of CaO-CM under the environ-
mental temperature of 50 ◦C is depicted in Figure 9a. The relationship between maximum
temperature and pressure is illustrated in Figure 9b. The maximum temperatures achiev-
able by the hydration reaction of CaO-CM under environmental temperatures of 25 ◦C
and 50 ◦C are illustrated in Figure 9c. From Figure 9a,b, it can be observed that at the
environmental temperature of 50 ◦C and standard atmospheric pressure, the hydration
reaction of CaO-CM can reach a maximum temperature of 185 ◦C. As pressure increases,
the maximum temperature attainable by the reaction also rises, reaching a maximum tem-
perature of 331.5 ◦C with a pressure of 16 MPa. The relationship between temperature and
pressure is T = 4.81P + 263.2, where the correlation coefficient is 0.9183. The entire process
of the CaO-CM hydration reaction lasts approximately 11 min. From Figure 9c, under
the same reaction pressure, a higher ambient temperature allows for a higher maximum
temperature to be reached. From Figure 9d, compared to an ambient temperature of 25 ◦C,
the highest temperature increases by 10.3 to 27.7 ◦C when the ambient temperature is 50 ◦C.
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(2) The effect of ambient temperature on the duration of temperature

As shown in Figure 10a, the durations of the hydration reaction at temperatures above
100 ◦C, 125 ◦C, 150 ◦C, 175 ◦C, and 200 ◦C were recorded. Overall, with increasing pressure,
there is a slight increase in the duration of temperature, but it remains relatively stable.
Figure 10b presents the average duration of temperature under different reaction pressures
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at ambient temperatures of 25 ◦C and 50 ◦C. It is evident from the graph that higher ambient
temperatures lead to longer durations of temperature. At the ambient temperature of 50 ◦C,
the duration above 100 ◦C is 1.61 times longer, above 125 ◦C is 1.5 times longer, above
150 ◦C is 1.45 times longer, above 175 ◦C is 1.41 times longer, and above 200 ◦C is 1.42 times
longer than at 25 ◦C.
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3.2.3. The Impact of the Quantity of CaO-CM Hydration Reaction Mass on the
Reaction Temperature

The temperature–time curves of the hydration reaction of CaO-CM under different
masses at room temperature and standard atmospheric pressure are illustrated in Figure 11a.
From the graphs, it can be observed that when the mass of CaO-CM is 46 g, 100 g, and
250 g, the maximum temperatures are 175.1 ◦C, 191.1 ◦C, and 301.9 ◦C. The maximum
temperature of the hydration reaction of CaO-CM increases with the increase in reaction
mass, and the duration of the high-temperature phase is prolonged.
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As shown in Figure 11b, as the mass of reactants increases, the duration of temperature
sustenance significantly grows. Compared to 46 g, for CaO-CM weighing 100 g, the
duration at temperatures above 100 ◦C is 11.36 times, above 125 ◦C is 13.97 times, and
above 150 ◦C is 17.22 times.
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From the above results, it can be observed that with an increase in the reaction mass,
both the maximum temperature achievable and the duration of temperature increase. There-
fore, to investigate whether the hydration reaction temperature of CaO-CM under room
temperature and pressure can meet the temperature requirements for oil shale pyrolysis,
experiments using 20 kg of CaO-CM for hydration were conducted. The experimental
results are illustrated in Figure 12. From the graph, it can be seen that under ambient condi-
tions, the hydration reaction of 20 kg of CaO-CM can achieve a maximum temperature of
455.5 ◦C. The duration of temperatures above 400 ◦C is 2.4 h, and above 330 ◦C is 4.06 h,
fully meeting the temperature requirements for oil shale pyrolysis.
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3.3. Thermal Decomposition Experiment of Oil Shale Based on CaO-CM Hydration Reaction

As revealed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.3, the temperature theoretically generated by
the hydration reaction of CaO-CM meets the temperature requirements for the thermal
decomposition of oil shale. But further experiments are needed to confirm that. The
experimental procedure is described in Section 2.3. The experiment primarily aims to
determine whether the temperature generated by the hydration reaction of CaO-CM can
induce the pyrolysis hydrocarbon of CaO-CM by measuring the changes before and after
oil shale pyrolysis. Copper tubes containing oil shale powder are, respectively, placed into
CaO-CM inside reaction vessels with pressures of 0.1 MPa, 5 MPa, and 10 MPa. Another
copper tube is placed in the muffle furnace for pyrolysis, with the temperature set to 450 ◦C
and the duration to 3 h. The temperature–time curve of the hydration reaction of CaO-CM
is shown in Figure 13. Under the pressure of 0.1 MPa, the highest temperature reached
in the reaction is 304.6 ◦C. Under the pressure of 5 MPa, the highest temperature reached
in the reaction is 403.8 ◦C, and under the pressure of 10 MPa, the highest temperature
reached in the reaction is 412.4 ◦C. After the reaction is completed, the copper tube is
removed, and the content of pyrolysis hydrocarbons inside the oil shale is measured.
The results are presented in Table 2. The content of pyrolysis hydrocarbons before oil
shale pyrolysis was 40.96 mg/g. After pyrolysis through the hydration reaction of CaO-
CM under the pressure of 0.1 MPa, the content of pyrolysis hydrocarbons decreased to
40.60 mg/g. Under the pressure of 5 MPa, the content decreased to 0.88 mg/g, and under
10 MPa pressure, it decreased to 0.08 mg/g. The content of pyrolysis hydrocarbons after
pyrolysis in the muffle furnace was 0.06 mg/g. Under pressure of 5 MPa and 10 MPa, the
temperature generated by the hydration reaction of CaO-CM significantly reduced the
amount of pyrolysis hydrocarbons in oil shale, with pyrolysis effectiveness comparable to
that of the muffle furnace. This experiment demonstrates that the temperature provided by
the hydration reaction of CaO-CM is sufficient to induce oil shale pyrolysis.
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Table 2. Pyrolysis hydrocarbon content of oil shale before and after pyrolysis.

The Initial Oil Shale
After Hydration Reaction (Pressure) After Pyrolysis in

the Muffle Furnace0.1 MPa 5 MPa 10 MPa

The content of pyrolysis
hydrocarbons (mg/g) 40.96 40.6 0.88 0.08 0.06

3.4. Discussion

Based on the experimental results, it can be concluded that the temperature required
for oil production during the pyrolysis of Xinjiang oil shale is 330 ◦C, and a significant
amount of oil is produced at a pyrolysis temperature of 400 ◦C. Therefore, the temperature
conditions required for the pyrolysis of Xinjiang oil shale must reach above 330 ◦C. The
temperature generated by the hydration reaction of CaO-CM is related to environmen-
tal pressure, environmental temperature, and the quantity of reaction. As environmental
pressure, environmental temperature, and reaction quantity increase, the maximum temper-
ature and the duration of temperature sustenance will also increase. This can be achieved
by the hydration reaction of CaO-CM also increasing. For the influence on the maximum
temperature achievable by the reaction, environmental temperature factors have a rela-
tively minor impact, while pressure and the mass of reactants have a significant impact.
As for the influence on the duration of temperature sustenance, pressure and temperature
factors have a relatively minor impact, while the mass of reactants has a significant impact.
Under room temperature and standard atmospheric pressure, when the mass of CaO-CM
is 20 kg, the hydration reaction can achieve a maximum temperature of 455.5 ◦C, with a
duration of 2.4 h above 400 ◦C, which fully meets the temperature requirements for the
pyrolysis of Xinjiang oil shale. Experiments based on the hydration reaction of CaO-CM
for oil shale pyrolysis demonstrated that the hydration reaction of CaO-CM can induce
the pyrolysis hydrocarbons of oil shale. Due to experimental constraints, issues may arise
during the experiment. The experimental system is open, leading to heat loss despite
insulation foam covering the reaction vessel. Additionally, the demand for equipment
materials in high-temperature, high-pressure environments is stringent, resulting in the
manufacturing of reaction vessels with relatively small capacities; the amount of CaO-CM
used in experiments under high-pressure conditions was limited to below 250 g. If the oil
shale is directly placed into CaO-CM for experimentation, the pyrolysis products would
mix with the generated calcium hydroxide, making it impossible to collect them. Therefore,
the pyrolysis of oil shale is conducted by placing it into a copper tube, and measuring the
changes in the content of pyrolysis hydrocarbons indirectly proves the feasibility of oil
shale pyrolysis based on the hydration reaction of CaO-CM, but oil shale cannot be directly
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incorporated within CaO-CM, potentially leading to deviations between the observed reac-
tion behavior and real-world field applications. In subsequent research, larger containers
will be used to store the oil shale, and the pyrolysis products will be directly collected
through a condensation collection device.

Due to experimental constraints, in actual scenarios, CaO-CM needs to directly contact
the oil shale formation. Regarding how to achieve the reaction of CaO-CM within the
reservoir, our preliminary proposal involves the following two steps: (1) Completion of
horizontal well drilling: A drilling platform is established at the top of the reservoir, drilling
operations are carried out, and vertical sections of the wellbore penetrate through overlying
strata. Horizontal drilling operations are conducted within the shale oil and oil shale
reservoirs, followed by well completion. (2) High-pressure hydraulic fracturing and CaO-
CM injection: Intensive perforation or cutting is performed in the horizontal drilling section
to fracture the shale oil and oil shale reservoirs. High-concentration CaO-CM powder
and water are injected into the reservoirs, where CaO-CM reacts with water to generate
calcium hydroxide, producing a large amount of heat. This raises the reservoir temperature,
inducing the thermal decomposition of organic matter to produce oil and gas.

4. Conclusions

The proposal of the theory and method of in situ chemical thermogenesis for oil
shale extraction offers a new pathway for the extraction of oil shale. However, there
has been no investigation into the temperature-related properties of calcium-oxide-based
composite material. Based on this, the paper conducted experiments to assess the feasibility
of temperature associated with this material. The following conclusions have been drawn:

(1) The minimum pyrolysis temperature of Xinjiang oil shale is 330 ◦C, with significant
yields observed at a pyrolysis temperature of 400 ◦C.

(2) The temperature of the hydration reaction of CaO-CM is influenced by environmental
temperature, pressure, and the quantity of reactants. For the influence on the maxi-
mum temperature achievable by the reaction, environmental temperature factors have
a relatively minor impact, while pressure and the mass of reactants have a significant
impact. As for the influence on the duration of temperature sustenance, pressure
and temperature factors have a relatively minor impact, while the mass of reactants
has a significant impact. When the mass of CaO-CM is 20 kg, the hydration reac-
tion can reach a maximum temperature of 455.5 ◦C, sustaining temperatures above
400 ◦C for 2.4 h and above 330 ◦C for 4.06 h. The temperature conditions generated
by the hydration reaction of CaO-CM meet the temperature requirements for oil
shale pyrolysis.

(3) Through an oil shale pyrolysis experiment based on the CaO-CM hydration reaction,
it was found that there was a significant decrease in pyrolysis hydrocarbons after the
experiments. This indicates that the temperature generated by the hydration reaction
of CaO-CM induced the pyrolysis of organic matter in oil shale, ultimately resulting
in a reduction in the pyrolysis hydrocarbon content in the oil shale. This finding
substantiates the feasibility of oil shale pyrolysis based on the hydration reaction
of CaO-CM.

Of course, the current validation experiments are only at the laboratory stage, and
the feasibility study of this in situ conversion method based on CaO-CM for oil shale is
just beginning. Subsequent research will continue with relevant validation experiments
of, for example, how CaO-CM is injected into the oil shale reservoir, whether the injection
quantity is controllable, the potential impact on the mechanical properties of the reservoir
after injection, what composition of hydrocarbons are formed under these experimental
conditions, how does their composition change when various parameters change, and the
influence of varying CaO-CM-to-water molar ratios and the impact of diverse CaO-CM
particle sizes on the reaction.
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